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FlexRxTM Multi-Dose Medication
Management System
Functionality and Brand
Presence Rolled Into One
Front When Assembled

Back When Assembled
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The FlexRx adherence package offers patients
flexibility and portability with its detachable
high-capacity blisters, while full customization
opportunities allow pharmacies to showcase
their brand in a cost-effective way.
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Cover protects blisters
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Custom-print your cover with

and medication
up to 9 colors to showcase your
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statements are pre-printed

cavities allows easy access

Measures 7-3/4” (tall)
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Printing on every cell indicates

allows for easy verification of

patient name, medication

filled product

contained and the date/time
it should be taken

provide an important reminder
to caregivers and patients that

10

no medication is due during a
given pass.

14 Rounded blister corners absorb

to medication
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x 8-1/2” (wide) x 15/16” (deep)

for every week. Empty cells

is perforated and can be

Perforated label on all

12

13 28 medication passes displayed

to-use medication cup
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Inside When Assembled

pharmacy messaging

portability, creating an easy-

for use by patients and caregivers
“not child-resistant”

Each medication pass time

12 Space reserved on label for

detached for “on-the-go”

Easy-to-follow recommendations
“FDA side effect” and

cue what time of day to take
medication

brand and messaging
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Shaded columns visually

10 Summary grid provides
guidance during filling and

energy when medication is

13
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dropped during filling, decreasing

14

the risk of “jumping” medications

11 High-capacity blister easily

Approved for Use
in SynMed® and
BlistAssist® Technology

.875”

accommodates multiple
medications

1.625”

JONES ITEM #

DESCRIPTION

CASE QUANTITY

T12107

FlexRx Cover

500

T119.05.LFLEX

FlexRx Long Label

500

T12610

FlexRx Blister (No Hooks)

500

T12242

FlexRx Sealing Tray

1

T12210

FlexRx Roller

1

Get in Touch With Us:

pharmacy@joneshealthcaregroup.com

